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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Thank you, Stan Lee
By John McHale, Editorial Director
Former Army Signal Corps Sergeant
Stanley Lieber passed away on Veteran’s
Day at the age of 95. Most of us knew
him as Stan Lee, cocreator of Spiderman,
the Fantastic Four, X-Men, Daredevil, and
many other Marvel Comics superheroes
beloved from the 1960s through today.
The U.S. Army tweeted this picture of Lee
from his Signal Corps days, saying “We
are deeply grateful for his service to our
country and for his tremendous support
to servicemembers.” (Figure 1.)

›

Figure 1 | Stan Lee, in his U.S. Army
Signal Corps days (1942-1945).

From nerds to jocks, kids could identify
with Lee’s superheroes because, aside
from their superpowers, they were a lot
like us … with girlfriend troubles, tough
science projects, or – for the older set –
trouble keeping a job.
His creations inspired many kids and
teenagers like myself, those of us who
grew up in the 1960s and 1970s to be
writers, artists, and of course scientists
and engineers. Many of the alter egos
of those Marvel heroes were also scientists – Peter Parker (Spiderman), Tony
Stark (Iron Man), Bruce Banner (the Hulk),
and Reed Richards (Mr. Fantastic) – or
artists – Steve Rogers (Captain America,
my favorite) – or even medical doctors –
Stephen Strange (Doctor Strange).
In one sense, his creations made science
and art cool things to pursue and without
a doubt many engineers, programmers,
scientists, and artists of my generation will say that those lost hours in the
comics when they were kids played a
part in their career choice as adults.
www.mil-embedded.com

Same with today’s younger generation,
who have grown up watching the Marvel
film franchises like Captain America, The
Avengers, Spiderman, X-Men, etc.
Side note: I’ve seen all the movies and
loved the cameos Stan Lee made in
them, even when he was into his 90s. I
stopped collecting the books decades
ago, but still have them packaged safely
away … at which my wife rolls her eyes …
although she’s never missed an episode
of Marvel’s “Agents of Shield.”
But back to those superheroes and their
super toys: Much like gadgets from other
science-fiction stories – “Star Trek” communicators come to mind (cell phones) –
the super tech imagined by Stan Lee and
his colleagues likely inspired some reallife designs used today by the military
and consumers today.
Innovations such as artificial intelligence –
see Ultron and the Vision in “Avengers:
Age of Ultron” – exoskeletons that provide enhanced physical capability like
Ironman’s suit – Lockheed Martin makes
one called the ONYX – the Avengers
quinjet, which has vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) capability like the V-22
Osprey and the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter,
and those cool uniforms of the Fantastic
Four which enable one team member to
turn into flame (Human Torch), another
to stretch (Mr. Fantastic), and one to
turn invisible (Invisible Girl). [The fourth
member, The Thing, was made of rocks
and often just wore shorts, so not sure
what the molecules did there.]
The magic behind the Fantastic Four
uniforms I didn’t remember, but I did
find info about them on this fun site
about Marvel Superhero technology
(http://marvel.wikia.com/wiki/Category:
Technology.) They are made up of
“unstable molecules,” invented by the
team leader Reed Richards. I don’t know
of any DoD lab working with unstable
molecules, but the U.S. Army’s Natick

Soldier Systems Center does some
amazing things with soldier uniforms,
fabrics, and wearable electronics, while
the folks at W.L. Gore & Associates
have designed suits and uniforms for
first responders, keeping them safe in
extreme cold and heat.
Marvel Comics tech we’ve yet to see on
the battlefield would be Thor’s magic
hammer, the indestructible adamantium
metal that covered Wolverine’s skeleton,
or evidence of a Super Soldier Serum like
that which turned skinny Private Steve
Rogers into Captain America – a steroid
without side effects.
‘Nuff said on tech, but if I missed any
superhero tech that is now reality for
the U.S. military, or other applications,
let me know here (john.mchale@opensysmedia.com) and I’ll write a follow-up
story.
More than anything, Stan Lee’s adventures provided an escape for anxious
teenagers, dreamy kids, nostalgic adults,
and especially soldiers, sailors, airmen,
and Marines deployed across the globe.
Comic books have been part of care
packages for warfighters – real-life
heroes – from the battlefields of World
War II to Vietnam to the Persian Gulf
to soldiers stationed in peaceful but
remote posts.
It continues today … Organizations like
Operation Gratitude (www.operationgratitude.com) have delivered tens of
thousands of comic books to U.S. service members serving far from home.
Please visit the website and see how you
can give, in many different forms.
Thank you, Stan Lee, for all the smiles
and escapes you’ve given our troops
and for all the movies, the comics, and
the stories that still make me feel like a
kid again.
As Stan would say … Excelsior.
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CYBERSECURITY UPDATE

GAO: DoD has a pervasive weapon systems
cybersecurity problem
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor
Weapon systems operated by the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) are more software-dependent and networked than ever
before, which a new General Accounting Office (GAO) report
says opens the door to mission-critical cyber vulnerabilities. The
DoD intends to spend $1.66 trillion to develop its current portfolio of major weapons systems, so Congress asked the GAO
to assess DoD weapon systems security in terms of its current
state, vulnerabilities, and steps being taken to develop more
cyberresilient weapon systems. To do this evaluation, GAO analyzed weapons systems cybersecurity test reports, policies, and
guidance; what they found is disturbing: In recent cybersecurity
tests of major weapons systems the DoD is developing, testers
playing the role of the adversary were able to take control of
systems relatively easily, cause damage quickly, and operate
largely undetected.
The DoD’s weapons are more computerized and networked
than ever before – with embedded software and IT systems –
so it should come as no surprise that there are plenty of attack
surfaces for adversaries to exploit. But until relatively recently,
weapons cybersecurity wasn’t a priority for the DoD. It’s only
during the past few years that the DoD initiated improvements
such as updating policies and increasing testing.
Cyberattacks can target any weapon subsystem that is dependent on software, and potentially result in the inability to complete military missions or even loss of life, according to the
GAO in its report, Weapon System Cybersecurity: DoD Just
Beginning to Grapple with Scale of Vulnerabilities. “Examples
of functions enabled by software – and potentially susceptible
to compromise – include powering a system on and off, targeting a missile, maintaining a pilot’s oxygen levels, and flying
aircraft. An attacker could potentially manipulate data in these
systems, prevent components or systems from operating, or
cause them to function in undesirable ways,” the report says.

to prevent cyberattacks. Weapon system security controls can
also be exploited or bypassed if the system isn’t properly configured. Finally, weapon systems are operated by people – a
significant source of cybersecurity vulnerability for any system.”

It’s only during the past few years that the
DoD initiated [cybersecurity] improvements such as
updating policies and increasing testing.

The GAO discovered that from 2012 to 2017, DoD testers
routinely found mission-critical cyber vulnerabilities in nearly all
weapon systems under development. “Using relatively simple
tools and techniques, testers were able to take control of these
systems and largely operate undetected. In some cases, system
operators were unable to effectively respond to the hacks.
Furthermore, DoD doesn’t know the full scale of its weapon system vulnerabilities because, for a number of reasons, tests were
limited in scope and sophistication,” according to the report.
In one case, the GAO found that it took a two-person test team
only an hour to gain initial access to a weapon system and then
just a day to gain full control of it.
In another case, the test team was able to take control of operators’ terminals. “They could see, in real time, what the operators
were seeing on their screens and could manipulate the system.
They were able to disrupt the system and observe how the
operators responded. Another test team reported that they
caused a pop-up message to appear on the users’ terminals
telling them to insert two quarters to continue operating,” the
GAO report says.

Automation and connectivity are other key enablers of the
DoD’s modern military capabilities that tend to make weapons
systems more vulnerable to cyberattacks.

By using free, publicly available information or software downloaded from the internet, multiple test teams were able to
avoid or defeat weapon system security controls.

“Weapon systems share many of the same cyber vulnerabilities
as other types of automated information systems,” the GAO
report says. “Weapon systems are large, complex systems
of systems that have a wide variety of shapes and sizes, with
varying functionality. Despite obvious differences in form, function, and complexity, weapon systems and other types of systems are similar in some important – if not obvious – ways. For
example, DoD reports state that many weapon systems rely
on commercial and open source software and are subject to
any cyber vulnerabilities that come with them. Weapon systems also rely on firewalls and other common security controls

The DoD is now working to determine to the best way to
address weapon system cybersecurity, since the systems can
have extremely different needs. While there are similarities
between weapon systems and traditional IT systems, the DoD
acknowledges “that it may not be appropriate to apply the
same cybersecurity approach to weapon systems as traditional
IT systems.” The GAO plans to continue evaluating key aspects
of the DoD’s efforts to address this problem.
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The GAO report is available online: https://www.gao.gov/assets/
700/694913.pdf.
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Optimizing avionics reliability with
dissimilar redundant architectures
By Rick Hearn
An industry perspective from Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
The potential consequences and acceptable probability of
failure of an avionics system dictate the Design Assurance
Level (DAL) that must be met in order for it to be certified for
flight. The key computing elements of a system – such as the
single-board computers (SBCs), graphics cards, and operating
systems built into a flight-control computer or flight display –
must all be designed with safety in mind and endure stringent
testing to prove they can meet the required DAL. ARP4754
(Guidelines for Development of Civil Aircraft and Systems –
Figure 1) is used by avionics designers as they allocate functions to systems and assign DALs to hardware and software for
their safety-certifiable systems.
For instance, an SBC designed for use in a flight-control computer must be certifiable to DO-254/DO-178C DAL A, which
requires a <1 in 10-9 probability of failure per flight hour.
Meeting the DAL A level of reliability is a formidable challenge.
Moreover, no matter how reliable the electronics are, unpredictable external factors can still result in system failure. For
example, a single-channel flight-control system is vulnerable

AS 9100D / ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED
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to a single point of failure that can cause the entire system to
malfunction.
Consider the case of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) experiencing a bird strike while in flight: If the accident blocks one of
the UAV’s probes, it could become completely inoperative or
cause it to transmit Hazardous Misleading Information (HMI) to
the flight-control computer. Either condition could potentially
prevent the flight-control computer from properly calculating
desired data for the components under its control, which could
ultimately lead to a disaster.
For safety-certification purposes, an avionics system designer
is responsible for demonstrating that the aircraft can withstand
the complete loss of the main active system. Because of the
severe consequences resulting from a single point of failure,
hardware redundancy is critical in DAL A systems. But if the aircraft uses a redundant architecture built with similar channels,
that system will still be susceptible to common mode failures
that can cause all channels to fail in the same way. Common
mode failures can be unpredictable and unpreventable, like
a lightning strike, electromagnetic interference, a fire, or an
explosion. Software bugs are another form of common mode
failure that are hard to protect against; because complex aviation applications are built from tens of thousands of lines of
code, it’s practically impossible to test for and prevent every
possible software bug or combination of events.
Dissimilar redundancy provides a more complex scheme that
can mitigate common mode failures through the use of two
or more different processor types with dissimilar software,
and/or a backup system that uses different sensors and controls from the main active system. By running different operating systems and applications on dissimilar hardware, system
designers can add an extra layer of protection against software
bugs that would impact the different hardware architectures in
similar ways.
An example of a highly redundant system can be found in
NASA’s space shuttle fleet. The computers in the space shuttle
control flight and mission functions, and have been designed
to handle several levels of component failure without compromising mission success. This high level of fault tolerance is
achieved through five computers, four of which run identical
software. The fifth computer is an independent backup running different software to protect against generic software problems that may affect the quad-redundant set. In other examples,
the Airbus A320 aircraft uses five dissimilar computers running four dissimilar software packages, and the Boeing 777 is
designed with a high level of redundancy, featuring three primary
flight computers with dissimilar processors that each transmit

MILITARY EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
1/22/18 11:36 AM
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data through an independent channel, resulting in three unique
control paths.
Building a fault-tolerant redundant architecture
In recent years, embedded hardware vendors have brought
the benefits of commercially designed solutions to avionics
design by providing DO-254 safety-certifiable OpenVPX SBCs
and other modules, each supported with the required set of
data artifacts. This approach has helped to reduce the time,
effort, and cost involved in designing a DO-254 system compared to the previously required expensive custom-built modules. Curtiss-Wright recently introduced DO-254 certifiable

›

SBCs powered by all three of the leading architectures, Intel,
Power Architecture, and Arm. With the introduction of the
NXP Layerscape LS1043A Arm quad-core based VPX3-1703,
the industry’s first safety-certifiable 3U OpenVPX Arm SBC,
avionics system designers now have a viable path forward for
developing dissimilar redundant solutions.
Rick Hearn is Product Manager, Safety-Certifiable Solutions,
at Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions.
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
www.curtisswrightds.com

Figure 1 | ARP4754 assigns Design Assurance Levels to hardware and software used in safety-certifiable systems.
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DEFENSE TECH WIRE
NEWS | TRENDS | DOD SPENDS | CONTRACTS | TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
By Mariana Iriarte, Technology Editor
NEWS

USAF hypersonic flight research vehicle
dubbed X-60A
U.S. Air Force (USAF) officials designated the GOLauncher1
hypersonic flight research vehicle as X-60A. Generation Orbit
Launch Services, Inc. is developing the vehicle under an Air
Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate,
High Speed Systems Division contract.
The X-60A is an air-dropped liquid rocket, specifically designed
for hypersonic flight research to advance technologies including
scramjet propulsion, high-temperature materials, and autonomous control.
AFRL’s motivation for the X-60A program is to increase the frequency of flight testing while lowering the cost of maturing
hypersonic technologies in relevant flight conditions. This is the
first Air Force Small Business Innovative Research program to
receive an experimental “X” designation, Air Force officials say.

Portable camouflaging technology for vehicles
Machine-learning engineering company Decisive Analytics Corp.
(DAC) won a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I
contract from the Office of Naval Research (ONR) to develop
what DAC calls the Computer Learning Obfuscating Adversarial
Kit (CLOAK) system, a portable camouflaging kit for vehicles that
uses state-of-the-art adversarial imagery though physical-world
manipulation and data synthesis. Under the Phase I effort, DAC is
set to select and train two modern classifiers on military and commercial vehicles, develop an advanced data-synthesis pipeline,
and develop an algorithm for learning camouflage configuration.
DAC’s algorithms will combine advanced 3D data synthesis with
a constrained adversarial generation process that will generate
physical-world robust computer-vision camouflage for vehicles.

DARPA swarm effort signs Charles River Analytics
contract for enhanced algorithms, tactics

Figure 1 | The X-60A rocket vehicle propulsion system is the Hadley liquid
rocket engine, which uses liquid oxygen and kerosene propellants. Shown is an
artist’s sketch of an X-60A launch. (Illustration courtesy of the U.S. Air Force.)

Intelligent-systems developer Charles River Analytics has won
a contract option to integrate its SATURN [Swarm Algorithms
and Tactics for Urban Reconnaissance and Isolation] capabilities into DARPA’s Offensive Swarm-Enabled Tactics (OFFSET)
program. DARPA [the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency] is now set to integrate SATURN capabilities into the
overall OFFSET program; such capabilities provide heterogeneous swarms of unlimited size with resilient swarm behavior
to achieve military objectives. “During the base period, we successfully developed tactics, primitives, and algorithms for urban
swarm operations. Now, we get to integrate them into the
OFFSET Swarm System Integrators’ simulation environments,”
says Dr. Spencer Lynn, senior scientist at Charles River Analytics.

F-16 fighter-jet fleet in Romania to get integrated
maintenance, modernization package
Tapestry Solutions – a subsidiary of Boeing – has won a Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) contract from the U.S. Air Force to provide
an integrated maintenance system (IMS) for the Romanian air
force’s fleet of F-16 fighter aircraft.
Under contract, Tapestry will integrate its GOLDesp maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) software, which is aimed at
modernizing maintenance, logistics, and supply operations for
the Romanian fleet.
According to company documents, GOLDesp is a military-grade,
enterprise MRO solution designed to streamline and automate
fleet processes ranging from maintenance, logistics, and forecasting to spare/repair parts management, inventory tracking,
and warehousing.
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Figure 2 | Charles River is one of the “sprinter” teams selected by DARPA to
develop tactics for successful swarm deployment. Infographic courtesy of DARPA.
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Harris and L3 Technologies to merge

DoD counter-UAV contract will use
Blighter radar tech
British company Blighter Surveillance Systems Ltd. is under
contract to supply its counter-UAV [unmanned aerial vehicle]
radar technology to Liteye Systems (Centennial, Colorado and
Colchester, U.K.) as part of Liteye’s recently signed multimilliondollar contract with the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) to
deliver numerous containerized anti-unmanned aircraft systems
(known as C-AUDS) to the DoD by the end of the fourth quarter
of 2018.
Under the terms of the agreement with Liteye, Blighter is supplying its A400 series air security/drone detection radars –
modular nonrotating e-scan systems that use PESA (passive
electronically scanned array) and FMCW (frequency modulated continuous wave) technologies – to Liteye as part of
the DoD contract. The Blighter Ku-band micro Doppler A400
series radars, which are able to detect microdrones and larger
unmanned systems at speeds from full flight down to hoverdrift, also feature digital drone detection (D³) technology, which
enable them to detect the tiny reflections from modern plasticbody drones even when they are flying close to the ground or
near buildings.

Defense contractors Harris Corp. and L3 Technologies have
agreed to combine in an all-stock merger of equals.
Under the terms of the merger agreement, which was unanimously approved by the boards of directors of both companies, L3 shareholders will receive a fixed exchange ratio of 1.30
shares of Harris common stock for each share of L3 common
stock. As soon as the merger is completed, Harris shareholders
will own approximately 54 percent and L3 shareholders will
own approximately 46 percent of the combined company on a
fully diluted basis.
The combined company, to be known as L3 Harris Technologies,
Inc., will be the 6th-largest defense company in the U.S., with
approximately 48,000 employees and customers in over 100
countries, company officials say. For calendar year 2018, the
combined company is expected to generate net revenue of
approximately $16 billion; earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) of $2.4 billion; and free cash
flow of $1.9 billion.

U.S. Army’s AN/TPQ-53 radar to transition to GaN
U.S. Army officials modified an existing contract with Lockheed
Martin to insert gallium nitride (GaN) into the AN/TPQ-53
(Q-53) radar as part of the full-rate production configuration.
The transition to GaN will provide the Q-53 with additional
power for capabilities, including long-range counterfire target
acquisition. GaN also has the added benefit of increasing
system reliability and reducing life cycle ownership costs, officials say.
The multimission Q-53 aims to protect troops in combat by
detecting, classifying, tracking, and identifying the location
of enemy indirect fire in either 360- or 90-degree modes.
Lockheed Martin currently produces multiple Q-53 radars annually. Work on the system is set to be performed at Lockheed
Martin facilities in New York, New Jersey, and Florida.

Figure 3 | The Blighter Ku-band micro Doppler A400 series radars can detect
microdrones. Photo courtesy Blighter Surveillance Systems.

Avionics displays for Navy F/A-18s obtain
additional support and sustainment contract
Rockwell Collins and the U.S. Navy Naval Supply Systems
Command Weapon Systems Support (NAVSUP WSS) have
renewed an agreement to continue support on avionics displays for the Navy’s F/A-18 fleet of more than 1,200 aircraft; the
newest pact is a four-year extension of a performance-based
logistics (PBL) contract that was signed more than 15 years ago.
The initial contract – which established a public-private partnership – created shared industry and government incentives
and enables the government to perform work at two Navy
depot locations.
For its part, Rockwell Collins provides obsolescence and
configuration management, engineering support, and program management, which facilitates proactive management
of Rockwell Collins equipment installed on the aircraft and
enables mission readiness.
www.mil-embedded.com

Figure 4 | The Q-53 radar is software-defined, allowing for quick adjustment to
address emerging Army needs. Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin.
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Life cycle
management,
semiconductor
re-creation,
and mitigating
counterfeit parts
By John McHale, Editorial Director

Daniel Deisz
Component testing is a thorough and complex process. Pictured: the test floor
at Rochester Electronics. (Photo courtesy Rochester Electronics.)

Obsolescence management
continues to be a challenge for
military system designers, who are
faced with designing for platforms
that must last decades but using
components that become obsolete
in 18 months. In the following Q & A
with Daniel Deisz, Director of Design
Technology at Rochester Electronics,
he discusses how Department of
Defense (DoD) planners need to
build in life cycle management costs
in projects up front, the advantages
of authorized re-creation or porting
of semiconductor components
for extending the life of parts, the
importance of testing for aftermarket solutions, and how best to
mitigate the spread of counterfeit
components in the defense supply
chain. Edited excerpts follow.
14 November/December 2018

MIL-EMBEDDED: Please provide a brief description of your responsibility within
Rochester Electronics and your group’s role within the company.
DEISZ: I am the Director of Design Technology at Rochester Electronics. Our team is
responsible for all new silicon designs. When inventory of any kind no longer exists
(finished goods, original wafer stock, etc) and significant customer demand still exists
for a product, we do the porting of the original design to an existing foundry under
the full authorization of the original component manufacturer.
MIL-EMBEDDED: Obsolescence continues to be one of the most critical
challenges for military electronics suppliers as the platforms they support need
to last decades while commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components sometimes
have only 18-month life cycles. Has the military industry improved its planning for
obsolescence since COTS first was mentioned nearly 25 years ago? Where does
Rochester fit in this process?
DEISZ: It is true that some COTS components have relatively short lifecycles. In general, these tend to be simpler devices such as flash memory and some select IoT
[Internet of Things] devices. If you look at the dramatic increase in semiconductor
content for the automobile as an example and the requirements those manufacturers
have for lifetime assurance, there are many key “heartbeat products” that need
greater than 15-year life [cycles]. These “heartbeat products” are what most influence the software of a system.
One of the challenges we see within the military contractor community is that they
generally operate independent of one another. Even within the same company,
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MIL-EMBEDDED: Can you please go more in depth on the re-creation services you offer.
DEISZ: Fully authorized recreation or porting (sometimes referred to as replication
or cloning) are what we do today. We start with OCM authorization and any available
OCM databases and take it from there. Each project is different based on what is available at the start. If the product can be ported, we go about doing that at the GDS2
[Graphic Design System 2] physical-design level. That’s the difference in what we do
versus somebody who isn’t authorized or doesn’t have access to the OCM database.
Starting with the GDS2 enables us to map every single transistor, resistor, capacitor, and analog function to another foundry at the physical-design level. We are not
emulating. We are not creating new errata.
Additionally, through an extensive license agreement with Broadcom (it was LSI Logic
at the time), we use their legacy 5-volt and 3.3-volt gate-array technologies to address
legacy voltage ASIC [application-specific integrated circuit] or legacy voltage FPGA
[field-programmable gate array] solutions to give our customers long-term solutions at
legacy voltages they cannot get today. Our license agreement gives us all their design
tools and source technology libraries to enable this solution.
Finally, in 2019, we are doing system-design analysis for long-term product viability. By
reviewing a customer’s entire system design and understanding their long-term needs
for that system, Rochester creates a detailed report. This report goes beyond what
a simple bill-of-materials tool can tell you and dives into board-level design, design
archives, and component selection. After performing this analysis for multiple avionics
customers, we believe there is a real need for long-term product line owners to truly
understand the long-term system viability.
MIL-EMBEDDED: How important is the testing aspect with these solutions?

things can be compartmentalized by
program. Unfortunately, this can limit the
communication and alignment across
platforms that might otherwise limit the
exposure to broad EOL [end-of-life].
For example, if all the major programs
within a specific military contractor were
to focus on the same core technologies
and product families, they might be in a
better position to work with the OCMs
[original component manufacturers]
to ensure extended life cycles for the
products. This could either be directly
from the component manufacturer or
through a planned transition to a partner
like Rochester Electronics who can take
over manufacturing and fulfillment in a
seamless way to avoid component availability gaps.
In addition to ensuring ongoing availability, the other obvious benefit to
alignment on component designs is the
aggregated volumes that would create
better pricing leverage which benefits
the taxpayers.
www.mil-embedded.com

DEISZ: In parallel to design, we must ensure a solid test solution. We have been able
to secure the OCM test program for most of our porting projects. These test solutions go far beyond datasheet testing found at most test houses today. These are the
golden test programs that caught every single failure in high volume at the OCMs.
The complexity of a thorough and reliable test solution is sometimes overlooked. For
example, if a broker sells into DoD and says they have tested the parts, we know it
was not with the OCM test program. At best, it was a datasheet test and hopefully it
covered all the parameters in some fashion. These tests are not as comprehensive as
the OCM test program and there is significant risk of escapes in these products that
the OCM test program would have caught.
MIL-EMBEDDED: The DoD budget has increased each year under the
Trump administration. How does the healthier defense market affect the military
aftermarket suppliers? Does it go hand in hand with the overall defense electronics
industry or does the aftermarket industry’s growth depend on different factors?
DEISZ: Theoretically, more DoD spending should benefit everyone who supplies
products that go into DoD systems that get funding. In terms of the aftermarket
industry, it really depends on how those funds are being allocated. If it is used for
sustaining legacy platforms, then the aftermarket suppliers would likely benefit. If the
funding is allocated to more redesigns and new programs, then the OCMs and their
authorized partners would see more of that boost. Overall, the military business is
not the largest market for the aftermarket industry as a whole and is not growing as
quickly as other markets.
MIL-EMBEDDED: Counterfeit-part mitigation also continues to be a challenge,
even with the DoD’s increased focus on it. Has the problem gotten worse or better?
DEISZ: Rochester Electronics is a founding member of the Anti-Counterfeit Task Force
of the SIA [Semiconductor Industry Association] and we are 100 percent committed
working with suppliers and customers to ensure a fully authorized source of supply.
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We have been pleased to see the largest military contractors taking measures to
improve how they purchase product. Their efforts have undoubtedly reduced the
number of counterfeit products they are seeing, as evidenced by GIDEP [Government
Industry Data Exchange Program] reporting and statistics. Unfortunately, the further
down the supply chain you get, the more risk we see for counterfeit products to enter
military programs and boards.
MIL-EMBEDDED: What is the best way to mitigate the spread of counterfeit parts?
DEISZ: Clearly, the most important thing to do is always buy directly from the component manufacturers or through their authorized distribution partners. As we discussed
earlier, component selection up front can have a big impact when it is known a system
will be around for a long time. Choose your architectures and components carefully
and align with higher volume long-term markets whenever possible. In terms of supporting products through the EOL cycle, it is critical to partner with an authorized
aftermarket supplier like Rochester Electronics.
MIL-EMBEDDED: Is the DNA marking of semiconductor parts with plant DNA
tomitigate counterfeit parts – mandated by the DLA at the Defense Supply Center
Columbus (DSCC), in Columbus, Ohio – still a controversy or a thing of the past?
DEISZ: Now that DSCC marks their own parts, DNA marking is not an issue. We don’t
believe it does anything except help DSCC determine where the parts came from
when they mix inventories in their own supply chain. Traceability was a real problem
they needed to solve, but they took it too far trying to mandate out to the supply
chain for implementation.
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MIL-EMBEDDED: What other markets
does Rochester support and how do
they compare in terms of requirements
to the military market?
DEISZ: We support every market with
long-life cycle product(s). These are markets with a high resistance to change/
redesign due to cost, time, resources,
and/or regulation that says if you do
change, here is the criteria is to make
that change. Example, the FAA or
FDA: The military market is the market
everyone thinks of, because the DoD is
still flying B-52s that went into service
when Eisenhower was the President. No,
this life cycle issue in the semiconductor
industry extends into the entire global
infrastructure of markets and products.
MIL-EMBEDDED: Looking
forward, what technology or
solution will be a game changer
for obsolescence management for
the military electronics industry?
Predict the future.
DEISZ: The game changer could be
when contracts are inked and systems
are designed with maintenance costs
factored into that design up front and
OEMs are rewarded for designing systems that don’t require a tech refresh
after less than 25 percent of the system
life. In the shorter term, collaboration
and communication across programs
and even contractors could allow for
better designs which have some commonality. This would allow for better
long-term engagements with the OCMs
and help ensure availability through
authorized channels. MES
With more than 30 years of
semiconductor design experience,
Daniel Deisz is the Director of Design
Technology at Rochester Electronics,
based out of its Rockville, Maryland,
office. In this role, his group performs
all authorized product replications and
customer-specific design solutions.
Daniel is also an active member of the
Anti-Counterfeiting Task Force (ACTF)
for the SIA.
Rochester Electronics
www.rocelec.com
www.mil-embedded.com
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Small sats
aim to provide
on-demand
tactical-level
imagery for
warfighters
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor
Raytheon is sending a one-of-akind small satellite to low Earth
orbit to do a proof of concept of
a prototype design – originally
developed for the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) – to provide useful
imagery directly to military users
in the field.
Raytheon’s small-satellite assembly lines – built on the company’s missile manufacturing
lines – use robotics to increase reliability and decrease cost. Raytheon photo.

A small satellite called “SeeMe” – short
for Space Enabled Effects for Military
Engagements – is poised to bring ondemand tactical-level imagery directly to
warfighters in the field. The small sat was
designed and built by Raytheon as part
of a U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) program,
originally intended to be launched as a
constellation of 24. When the program
was canceled several years ago after the
first phase, Raytheon decided to complete the SeeMe satellite on its own and
built only one.
“The SeeMe satellite is about the size of a
5-gallon paint bucket and would fit easily on
a desk chair,” says Buck Larkin, small space
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program manager for Missile Systems at Raytheon. “It weighs 22 kilograms (~50 pounds)
and features a telescope that’s about 12 inches around. Since it’s a compact satellite, its
size matches really well with our manufacturing here at Missile Systems.”
Part of the reason Raytheon decided to build SeeMe on its missile manufacturing line
is because the satellite requires small electronics components and guidance sections –
just like a missile – as well as sensors for star detection, geolocation, and GPS. “Small
satellites need all of the same kinds of things that we’re used to working with here at
Missile Systems, and we found that it matches really well with our test equipment,”
Larkin explains. “We can build missiles one day, satellites the next.”
How long does it take to build one of these small satellites? “It’s hard to say right now,
but as a rule of thumb, for small satellite assembly either on this program or one we
did as part of the Operation Responsive Space for the U.S. Air Force Operationally
Responsive Space (ORS) Office, we came to the conclusion that with one small satellite
cell we could build about 20 per month if we get a large contract,” Larkin explains. “So
about one per day, once we have all of the parts received and get up and running –
they’re fairly quick to build.”

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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The satellite’s telescope needs the ability to image at 350 kilometers and uses a commercial CMOS chip. Raytheon’s only real problem with designing and building it was
that “it’s difficult to test it at the ground on a 350-kilometer range, but the design is
robust and we’re confident it will work,” Larkin points out.
Using COTS for most of the rest of the satellite wasn’t without challenges, though:
“Our challenge, as an embedded system, is that even though some parts claimed to
adhere to a certain standard like RS-422 or any number of other standards, they sometimes use different pinout locations on their interface cards,” Larkin notes. “So one of
the critical things our electronics folks had to do was to build a custom interface card
to translate the different pinouts between commercial components so that Brand A
could talk to Brand B, bridging the gap in standards. These CubeSat parts were built
about five years ago and standardizing some of those interfaces has improved since
then, but this was a challenge that resulted from buying from multiple vendors to get
the lowest cost.”
Since the SeeMe satellite won’t be operating at an altitude with high radiation units,
radiation hardening wasn’t as big of a concern as you might guess. “A lot of the
parts we used are from CubeSats, and we ran a risk assessment on the other parts
to determine which ones needed to be protected and which ones we didn’t,” Larkin
says. “We made some cost/benefit trades and, in some cases, didn’t go with any
redundant parts.”
SeeMe is scheduled for launch right before Thanksgiving 2018; if all goes as planned,
it should be functioning and sending its first images Earthward a few days after launch.
“With all of the Google satellite imagery now available, anyone can just go to Google
Earth or commercial websites to find imagery less than a day old, if they don’t mind
paying subscription fees, but it’s not anything that troops in the field can use,” Larkin
says. “So the real benefit we’re going to provide is instantaneous on-demand imagery
directly to military users in the field. You have a satellite dedicated just to you. The
really neat thing about it is that as the satellite comes over the horizon, a user can
provide tasking to it – such as ‘tell me what’s over that hill’ – by giving it the coordinates to look at. The satellite acquires the tasking, turns and takes an image, then
immediately starts downlinking it directly back to the user before it passes over the
horizon and is out of view.”

Environmental testing could potentially
slow things down, he adds, because
waiting for a thermal chamber to perform huge temperature swings takes
time. But if more orders come in,
Raytheon will simply get more thermal
chambers and adapt the line to accommodate them.
The majority of the SeeMe satellite is
crafted from commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) parts. “We custom-designed the
telescope, but leveraged existing CubeSat
parts for a lot of the components and
used commercially available batteries,
solar panels, and power-conditioning
units. Even the image detector is COTS,”
Larkin says.
www.mil-embedded.com

This is a completely different concept than what normally happens for military users,
because imagery typically gets sent to an imagery analyst in the rear, where it gets
processed and is then sent forward again. “It’s all about getting tactical-level imagery
for warfighters who don’t have any other options available,” Larkin says.
The main utility of this type of on-demand small-satellite imagery is that it provides
users with the ability to access imagery in places where unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) can’t be flown, they’re not available, or they’ve been grounded for some
reason. “It could be used in Afghanistan, Iraq, or any part of the world,” Larkin notes.
“You can use it for commercial ventures, or maritime purposes for users who want
to know if there any ships out there in its path that aren’t using transponders. It has
applications beyond military ones.”
For years, the military has been closely watching the commercial small-satellite
industry to determine where it might have applications that pertain to them, and
Larkin says that there’s now enough data to show that small satellites are indeed
useful. “We’ll see government interest in small satellites start to match commercial
interest soon,” he adds.
The SeeMe satellite is expected to remain in orbit between one to five years, before
eventually de-orbiting – without leaving any space debris behind. MES
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“Harpooning” space junk to clean up low Earth orbit
Low Earth orbit – defined as the area
of space within 2,000 km of the Earth’s
surface – is dangerously congested with
space junk, but an effort is now underway
to test an innovative method to clean it up.
One of the world’s first attempts to remove
the gigantic buildup of space debris cluttering up low Earth orbit (LEO) involves
using a satellite to harpoon and capture
the junk within a net, and then deploying
a large sail to drag it down into the Earth’s
atmosphere where it will burn up and be
destroyed upon re-entry. While it may
sound implausible, scientists and engineers behind the RemoveDEBRIS mission
are already well on their way to making
this seemingly science-fiction achievement a reality.
Space junk poses a serious threat to satellites, the International Space Station,
and anything else within LEO. More
than 40,000 objects are currently being
tracked by the U.S. Space Surveillance
Network, and it’s estimated that more
than 7,600 tons of space junk is zooming
around within Earth’s orbit, with some of
it travelling faster than a speeding bullet,
approaching speeds of 30,000 mph. When
space junk collides with other space junk,
it begets even more space junk. (Figure 1.)
The Surrey Space Centre at the University
of Surrey (Guildford, Surrey, U.K.) is leading
the RemoveDEBRIS mission, which is
cofunded by the European Commission and
10 partners. “It’s important to remember
that a few significant collisions have
already happened. Therefore, to maintain
the safety of current and future space
assets, the issue of the control and reduction of space debris has to be addressed,”
says Professor Guglielmo Aglietti, director
of the Surrey Space Centre and principal
investigator for the mission.
The RemoveDEBRIS satellite was designed, built, and manufactured by a consortium of leading space companies and
research institutions. It launched from the
Kennedy Space Center on April 2, 2018
20 November/December 2018

to the International Space Station and
was then deployed from there in June.
(Figure 2.)
Four active debris removal (ADR) experiments are being carried out onboard the
spacecraft to demonstrate cost-effective
technologies that can be used to observe
and capture space junk. During the first
of two capture experiments, a net will be
discharged at a deployed target CubeSat
to demonstrate a “net capture” in space.
The second capture experiment involves
launching a harpoon at a deployable target
plate that is made of representative satellite-panel materials.

›

Sidebar Figure 1 | Space junk: Low
Earth orbit (LEO) – the region of space
within 2,000 km of the Earth’s surface –
is the most concentrated area for
orbital debris. Credit: NASA.

›

Sidebar Figure 2 | NanoRacks’
RemoveDEBRIS satellite launch
view taken by Expedition 56 crew.
Credit: NASA

The third experiment will put vision-based
navigation to the test by deploying a second
CubeSat and demonstrating rendezvous
navigation using cameras and lidar.
Finally, the RemoveDEBRIS spacecraft will
deploy a large dragsail to speed de-orbit,
where it will burn up upon re-entry into
Earth’s atmosphere.
“We believe the technologies we will be
demonstrating with RemoveDEBRIS could
provide feasible answers to the space junk
problem – answers that could be used on
future space missions in the very near
future,” Aglietti says.

Spoiler alert: Net successfully
snares space debris
The RemoveDEBRIS spacecraft entered
the experimental phase of its mission on
September 16, 2018, when it used a net to
capture a deployed target CubeSat simulating a piece of space debris.
“We’re absolutely delighted with the outcome of the net technology,” says Aglietti.
“While it might sound like a simple idea,
the complexity of using a net in space to
capture a piece of debris took many years
of planning, engineering, and coordination
between the Surrey Space Centre, Airbus,
and our partners – but there’s more work
to be done. These are very exciting times
for us all.”
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Developing the net technology to capture space debris involved “spending six
years testing in parabolic flights, in special drop towers, and also thermal vacuum
chambers,” explains Ingo Retat, Airbus
RemoveDEBRIS project head. “Our small
team of engineers and technicians has
done an amazing job moving us one step
closer to cleaning up low Earth orbit.”
“It’s exciting to finally be in a position
where we can test these extremely exciting technologies in the field,” Aglietti notes.
“If successful, the technologies found in
RemoveDEBRIS could be included in other
missions in the very near future.”
www.mil-embedded.com
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Reduce
smallsat
component costs
by bridging
gap between
commercial and
QML Class V
options
By Ken O’Neill

Constellations of small satellites (smallsats) promise to bring tangible benefits to national security space (NSS) programs,
where there is a critical need to minimize construction and deployment costs. Multiple smallsats, defined as satellites with
launch mass of 500 Kg or less, can be built quickly and cheaply and then deployed rapidly and responsively to implement
a network of NSS assets that address today’s ever-changing threat landscape.
Until now, smallsat system developers
have had only two component options.
On the one hand, commercial off-theshelf (COTS) components reduce cost
and lead times but often must be adapted
for space requirements; the alternative is
more expensive components with longer
lead times that are radiation-hardened
by design and screened and qualified
to QML Class Q and V standards. Now
a third “sub-QML” option bridges the
gap with a new class of components that
combine the radiation tolerance of QML
devices with a spaceflight heritage that
permits lower screening requirements
and associated shorter lead times.
Demand grows for NSS smallsats
Two enabling factors have converged
over recent years to permit the emergence of multiple smallsat programs for
NSS applications.
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One factor is the reduction of launch costs: Competition in the launch-services market
combined with the growth of commercial providers has exerted downward pricing
pressure, to the advantage of all types of satellite operators worldwide. With their
low volume and mass, multiple smallsats can be launched simultaneously, often with
a larger satellite as the primary launch payload. The cost of launch services can be
shared, reducing overall program costs.
The second factor favoring smallsat development is the ever-increasing capability of
modern electronic components. This reality enables smallsats to pack more functionality in less volume and mass.
The availability of lower launch-service costs and the increasing functionality afforded
by smallsats has given rise to some new and emerging mission models. With a constellation of multiple smallsats, reconnaissance missions can achieve much higher
revisit rates over an area of interest. For tactical reconnaissance purposes, the
rapid availability of current surveillance imagery can be a matter of life or death for
the warfighter.
The appeal of smallsats is not constrained to surveillance and reconnaissance, however.
Following the success of the Iridium, Globalstar, and O3B commercial communications
constellations, additional smallsat communications programs have been proposed.
Several are in advanced stages of development. These programs seek to provide
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high-bandwidth data-communications
access to areas of the world that are
underserved by today’s fixed terrestrial
infrastructure. Smallsat communications
constellations can also bring significant
advantages to tactical military communications, where dedicated secure channels may otherwise be unavailable.
While most traditional satellite programs
require the use of electronics components qualified and screened to very
high levels, this approach poses cost
and delivery challenges for NSS smallsat
programs where the emphasis is on low
acquisition costs and faster service entry.
Switching to COTS components can
introduce other costs – and trade-offs.
The COTS versus QML dilemma
By far the most common screening and
qualification standards used for monolithic electronic integrated circuits (ICs)
are defined in MIL-PRF-38535, which
is published by the Defense Logistics
Agency, part of the U. S. Department of
Defense (DoD). Similar standards exist
for hybrids and discrete semiconductors.
Components qualified and screened in
compliance with MIL-PRF-38535 are
granted a Qualified Manufacturers Listing, or QML qualification. This requirement assures that mission objectives
will be met but does add to cost and
lengthens lead times as compared to
COTS components.
Many have tried to trim smallsat cost
and construction time by replacing
QML components with COTS options
that eliminate this screening. However,
spaceflight hardware developers who
select COTS components may still need
to invest in proving they will meet all
necessary quality, reliability, and radiation requirements. This assurance can be
expensive and, too often, the choice of
a low-cost COTS part can result in much
higher cost of ownership.
As an example, while generic plasticpackaged COTS components offer
intrinsically high levels of quality and
reliability, they are not designed with
the space-radiation environment in
mind, nor are they built to withstand the
shock and vibration of launch into space.
www.mil-embedded.com
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Figure 1 | Sub-QML components bridge the gap between QML and COTS.

Additional engineering work is necessary to characterize their radiation behavior and
mechanical characteristics and to evaluate workarounds for any weaknesses.
The systems-engineering work required to mitigate radiation effects in radiation-soft
COTS components can be extensive, time-consuming, and expensive. Further, given
the relatively small quantities of components that constellation programs will purchase
(hundreds of parts per year, which is very low compared to the millions or tens of millions of parts sold into consumer or automotive applications), many commercial COTS
component suppliers will not be willing to spend time performing failure analysis,
extended-temperature screening, radiation characterization, or other technical support activities for constellation programs. High-volume suppliers often do not provide
traceability or change notifications for changes in foundry or packaging subcontractors. All of these are important factors for space systems developers, as consistency
of supply is important when building spaceflight systems.
Further, while the high production volumes of plastic packaged COTS components
bring a high degree of reliability assurance, space programs will likely run into situations where accidental damage may happen to components that are intended for,
or already integrated into, flight hardware. As the contractor base for NSS programs
migrates to providing lower-cost systems using COTS components, the need for
technical support from component suppliers to support mission assurance objectives
should be kept in mind.
The sub-QML option solves these challenges, offering a critically important combination of cost-reduction and space-flight reliability benefits that neither COTS or QML
components can deliver.
Bridging the gap
The satellite industry has been served for many decades by a modest number of
component manufacturers that have decades of history successfully supporting space
missions and lengthy accumulated flight heritage on many programs. Some of these
component suppliers offer products for low-cost satellite constellations where there
is a need to deploy large quantities of satellites requiring large quantities of components. Radiation-tolerant but absent QML screening, these sub-QML products meet
very high standards for reliability and radiation protection (Figure 1). The same parts
can also be offered in plastic packages, which, although they are not compliant with
QML, are well suited to certain smallsat applications.
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Sub-QML components may not be the right choice for many traditional space programs
that require the highest screening possible because of their strategic nature, or because
the cost of the electronics content is minor compared to other development or construction costs. They are, however, ideal for smallsat constellations where it is critical to
minimize the cost of construction and deployment of the satellites. Adopting a sub-QML
approach to component selection can significantly improve cost without sacrificing the
reliability or radiation tolerance that is necessary for deployment of space systems.
Several component suppliers today already offer sub-QML components for space applications. As an example, Microsemi together with its new parent Microchip Technology
offers a total system solution with sub-QML FPGAs [field-programmable gate arrays],
mixed-signal ICs, microprocessors and microcontrollers, discrete MOSFETs [metaloxide semiconductor field-effect transistors], bipolar transistors and diodes, chip-scale
atomic clocks, and precision oscillators.

ADOPTING A SUB-QML
APPROACH TO COMPONENT
SELECTION CAN SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE COST
WITHOUT SACRIFICING THE
RELIABILITY OR RADIATION
TOLERANCE THAT IS
NECESSARY FOR DEPLOYMENT OF SPACE SYSTEMS.

For systems intended for national security missions, the use of radiation-tolerant
sub-QML devices with lower costs and
shorter lead times relieves smallsat
system designers from the burden of
qualifying COTS components for space
applications, while reducing bill-of-
materials cost. Further, the experience,
dedication, responsiveness, and expertise in radiation tolerance that established
suppliers of these space components
bring to system developers can substantially reduce any risks associated
with using generic COTS components.
Working with these suppliers, developers can meet cost targets with the
confidence that they are not putting mission objectives at risk. MES
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Mission
requirements,
reduced
SWaP drive
power supply
innovations
By Mariana Iriarte, Technology Editor
Reduced size, weight, and power
(SWaP) and increased standardization
requirements for applications from
unmanned aircraft to ground vehicles
to portable communications systems
are driving military power supply
designs. Meanwhile, innovations
such as gallium nitride (GaN) and
silicon carbide (SiC) are improving
efficiencies.
U.S. Army 1st Lt. Steven Rose launches an RQ-11 Raven unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) near a new highway
bridge project. Photo courtesy of the Department of Defense (DoD) by Spc. Michael J. MacLeod, U.S. Army.

Mission priorities drive requirements
for military applications, and that is
no different for power supplies. For
example, to enable persistent surveillance, sensor payloads need more
efficient power and the push toward
more portable electronics for war
fighters requires the same efficiency
but in smaller and smaller footprints –
pressuring power supply designers to
innovate more than ever before.
“Power supplies are in demand across
multiple segments such as avionics,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), payloads, vetronics, mission computing,
to name a few,” says Tom Curatolo,
Director, Global Defense & Industrial
Business Development, Vicor (Andover,
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Massachusetts). “Persistent surveillance is a common requirement for UAV intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) payloads that can translate to longer-duration
missions. This often means their power supplies need to have higher efficiency to reduce
the energy dissipated as heat and thus maximize the UAV’s mission endurance.
“Often, due to the airframe’s construction, the space allotted is either equal to or less
than what they had before when they had less of a power demand,” Curatolo continues. “The payloads deployed on UAVs put the emphasis on size and weight of the
overall system, which typically translates to redesigning the power supply. This drives
the major challenge: selecting the right technology for the power system.”
Smaller footprints
Demand for reduced SWaP-C (SWaP plus cost) in power supplies is nothing new.
“Everyone still wants power supplies to be smaller, lighter, more efficient, and at
a lower cost, SWaP-C-optimized,” says John Santini, Vice President of Power
Engineering, at Data Device Corp. (DDC – Bohemia, New York).
For example, “In military vehicles, users are looking for higher power because they’re
doing more and more from the vehicle,” Santini continues. “We’re also seeing

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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significant activity in portable electronics. There are a lot of portable applications
where you see a greater demand for higher power density. Today, soldiers are carrying
more electronics than ever before. Powering all the electronics requires batteries and
highly efficient power conversion to maximize the available power from this limited
source of energy.”
The power supply tech is getting smaller, faster, and more efficient. “Everything is
driving towards meeting requirements under SWaP-C,” says Robert Russell, Vice
President, Product Marketing at Vicor. “UAVs are a great example of lowering SWaP
and cost; as UAVs become more and more prevalent, new power topologies, technologies, and architectures need to mature in some of these markets to satisfy the
needs of the user.”
Reduced SWaP in power supplies is also consistent requirement in military UAV platforms. UAVs are a major factor in the next phase of power distribution in critical
systems because “UAVs and other military systems are requiring much more power,
and this is forcing people to rethink busing current around at 28 volts,” Russell adds.
“System architects will need to move up to 48 volt, 380 volt, or even an 800 volt-plus
bus for certain applications like tethered UAVs.” (Figure 1.)
www.mil-embedded.com
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Figure 1 | Vicor’s DCM is an
isolated, regulated DC-DC converter.
With its high-frequency zerovoltage switching (ZVS) topology,
the DCM converter delivers high
efficiency across the input line range.
Photo courtesy of Vicor.
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Managing the heat
Thermal management in power supplies is another important factor to consider.
Adding electronics to an existing platform is a challenge for designers who see
no end to the demands for “higher-power, higher-efficiency power supplies,” says
Lou Garofolo, Product Manager – Power Supplies & Instruments, at North Atlantic
Industries (NAI – Bohemia, New York). In particular, he says, “The military market
strictly looks for conduction-cooled, rugged power supplies. In addition, BIT [built-in
test], monitoring, and communication features are required in most power-supply
applications (Figure 2). “NAI is seeing a trend toward VPX conduction-cooled power
supplies, in both 3U and 6U form factors; we are seeing great success with our VPX
product line,” he adds.
VPX thus becomes an option due to its high-power capabilities. Companies including
Milpower Source are “actively designing and shipping new higher-power 3U VPX
VITA 62 power supplies for customers requiring tailored solutions, which not only
deliver increased power density, now above 1 kW, but also offer integrated features
such as hold-up and embedded MIL-STD-461 EMI filters,” says Tomer Eshed, General
Manager at Milpower Source (Belmont, New Hampshire) (Figure 3). “Our design
and manufacturing process, utilizing discrete components, allows us to reduce integration risk and future obsolescence.”
Pushing densities and efficiencies: GaN and SiC
While reduced SWaP drives many requirements for power supplies, innovation is
happening with gallium nitride (GaN), a particularly hot technology within military
applications such as radar and electronic warfare and silicon carbide (SiC).

›

Figure 2 | The VPX57-31 offers
continuous background built-in test
(BIT), high-efficiency, and current-share
capabilities. Photo courtesy of North
Atlantic Industries (NAI).

›

Figure 3 | Milpower Source’s 3U
VPX power supply. Photo courtesy of
Milpower Source.

OpenSystems Media works with industry
leaders to develop and publish content
that educates our readers.
Critical Techniques for High-Speed A/D Converters
in Real-Time Systems
By Pentek
An Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) accepts an analog
voltage at the input and produces a digital representation of
that voltage at the output, which is called a “sample.” The
two primary characteristics of ADCs are the rate of conversion
or sampling rate and the accuracy of each digital sample
expressed as the number of binary bits or decimal digits
per sample.
In this white paper, dive into Pentek’s review of sampling
techniques, FPGA technology, and the latest high-speed ADC
products and applications based on them.

Read this paper at https://bit.ly/2DCdtu9
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Lithium-ion tech powers SOCOM systems
U.S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) officials are tapping into the
new safety advances in lithium-ion technology via a contract with General Atomics
Electromagnetic Systems (GA-EMS). In
the award, GA-EMS will be delivering
the company’s Lithium-ion Fault Tolerant
(LiFT) battery system (Sidebar Figure) to
power up USSOCOM’s submersible craft,
which must count on enough power to
haul and transfer personnel and equipment to complete Special Operations
missions.
Engineers at GA-EMS – a General Atomics
subsidiary – designed the LiFT so it can be
adapted for air, sea, and land platforms.
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Sidebar Figure | Lithium-ion
Fault Tolerant (LiFT) battery system.
Photo courtesy of General Atomics
Electromagnetic Systems.

However, safety remains big concern
when integrating lithium-ion into any
system. “Safety requirements often dictate a large amount of testing under both
routine and abnormal conditions. This
testing often takes considerable time and
money, as well as specialized chambers
and test equipment to perform,” GA-EMS
officials say.

failures. Such systems require the forcedcooling-water system to be safety-rated,
adding more parts and complexity.”

It’s important to note, GA-EMS officials
say, that “safe lithium-ion batteries are not
a universal replacement for other technologies. Each application and system must
be considered individually.”

“The benefits have outweighed any safety
concerns, as lithium-ion “batteries offer
greater total energy than competing batteries, and in a range of chemistries that
allow the power versus energy tradeoff
to be optimized for a given application,”
GA-EMS adds.

As the GA-EMS engineers searched for
higher-density, efficient battery systems
that deliver the promised performance
of the datasheet, they found that lithiumion technology can deliver the promised
performance and safety that special
ops need. According to GA-EMS, “when
assembled as a complete, tightly integrated system, the LiFT battery system
architecture enables access to the benefits of lithium-ion battery performance
while minimizing any potential danger of
a catastrophic, cascading battery fire.”
Therefore, the system was created specifically to prevent uncontrolled and catastrophic cascading lithium-ion failure,
says GA-EMS: “This is accomplished with
purely passive systems (except for the
disconnects), unlike other designs which
require forced-flow-cooling water to limit
www.mil-embedded.com
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Compared to lead-acid batteries that emit
flammable hydrogen during charging,
GA-EMS explains, the lithium-ion batteries
“can have longer life cycles, and do not
emit anything while charging.

Safety-wise, the LiFT system also “prevents thermal runaway using a multilayered approach, through both electrical and
mechanical means. Multiple sensors are
used to continuously monitor electrical
output, and if a parameter indicates a
problem, there are disconnects that can
be opened to immediately turn off the
electrical demand. There are also multiple
fuses available for each cell that can blow
and cease current flow. The system relies
on several different mechanisms to divert
energy away from a cell and its neighbors
that are in thermal runaway.”
Lithium-ion battery versions are available
for many applications, “even extreme
environments, albeit at reduced performance,” according to GA-EMS.
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“New technologies such as silicon carbide MOSFETS have been trending in
recent years, enabling higher power densities and operational temperatures for
military subsystems,” Eshed notes. “Similarly, GaN is becoming more prevalent
to continue this trend.
“Battery chemistries offering higher
power capacity at smaller physical volumes are an additional area we are
exploring here at Milpower Source,” he
adds. “We are anticipating leveraging
battery technologies specifically to soon
offer advanced uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) solutions for the naval
environment.”
Santini concurs. “Today, if you’re looking
for game-changers, some of the new
semiconductors, SiC and GaN, have
shown us a path to raise switching frequencies and reduce losses, especially
silicon carbide in higher power applications,” Santini adds. “For instance, for
shipboard 440-volt AC systems, SiC is a
game-changer for lowering losses and
enabling higher switching frequencies.

ANOTHER TREND DRIVING THE FUTURE OF POWER SUPPLY
DESIGNS IS THE DOD’S DESIRE FOR MORE COMMONALITY
AND STANDARDIZATION IN ITS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS.
“Within a power supply, once you raise the switching frequency, everything just starts
to shrink, so that’s a way to take it to the next level in terms of being more compact,”
Santini continues. “Although similar to SiC, GaN tends to be a lower-voltage switching
device and performs best in low-voltage applications. It’s another technology which
is enabling higher switching frequencies, and consequently helping to shrink power
supplies and increase their efficiency.”
Driving standards and commonality
Another trend driving the future of power supply designs is the DoD’s desire for
more commonality and standardization in its electronic systems. “Two key items
which will be very important and possibly game changers are first, requirements to
fully comply with VITA 46.11 and second, environmental requirements that if your
products are stated to comply with the environmental of VITA 47, you must have a
complete data package to present to customers,” Garofolo says.
“VPX VITA 62 power supplies are a standardized form factor that will reduce the life
cycle costs of many military platforms, supporting an open architecture approach
to DOD platform integration,” Eshed says. “The ability to customize the pinouts,
filtering, and holdup features of a VITA 62-compliant power supply is a game changer
for the defense industry.” MES

Serving all markets
The military market is known for its strict environmental requirement, but power supplies
and components used in military applications may also be found in commercial applications such as avionics and automobiles – and vice versa.
While the “Military market looks for full-featured, high-reliability, rugged power supplies,”
say Lou Garofolo of NAI, “the commercial market is mainly driven by cost.”
“Right now, on the civil side, some of the power supplies are reaching for higher efficiency,” explains Data Device Corp.’s John Santini. “Everybody is pushing the limit. We’re
working on a project right now where the customer is looking for 95 percent efficiency,
and we see a path to maybe 94-ish. Of course, that’s for commercial aviation. There are a
lot of requirements to meet, such as DO-160 [avionics standard], and hitting a very high
efficiency level while meeting those requirements is a challenge.” (See Sidebar Figure).
Commercial and military grade units often have more in common than one may think:
“There have always been [military specifications], and usually equivalent commercial
specs, and in so many ways they’re starting to merge,” Santini adds. “Some of the big
differences that I see are in the use of full-mil hermetic parts. In the old days – 20 to
25 years – ago you were using all mil parts and that was the norm. Everyone wanted hermetic packaging. Today, what we’re seeing is a willingness to use plastic commercial parts,
and some of the manufacturers have offered select parts that are plastic with a pedigree.”
However, “There is a parallel with the qualification process in commercial and military
applications,” Santini clarifies. “There are all the long-standing mil specs that go back
many, many years, and the similar commercial specs have been evolving. Military and
commercial specs actually address most of the same requirements, and these days they
are only slightly different, and I think that eventually they will merge.”
30 November/December 2018
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Sidebar Figure | The 280-watt
converter supplies 28 volts to IFEC and
USB charging ports. Photo courtesy
Data Device Corp.

The automotive industry is also impacting
power supply designs.
“Other manufacturers, ourselves included,
are using automotive-grade parts,”
Santini says. “Automotive-grade parts, for
all practical purposes, need to meet all the
same requirements as the mil parts. For
some applications, the specs may go to
-55 °C instead of -40 °C, let’s say, but it’s
not a big difference. This trend is leading
to a lot of automotive parts being used in
the military world.”
www.mil-embedded.com
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AI and
military RF
systems
By Ben Hilburn and Manuel Uhm

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are enabling significant leaps in science and technology, including the fields of
digital signal processing (DSP) and radio frequency (RF) systems. Methods nominally labeled as “AI” have been applied
to radio systems for decades, but always with the goal of optimizing the control plane of a hand-engineered system
(e.g., “smart radios” or “cognitive radios”). Using a class of AI known as deep learning, we are now able to learn entirely
new systems by processing sample data which can provide greater sensitivity, better performance, and reduced power
consumption and processing requirements as compared to traditional approaches. The effect of this breakthrough
methodology will be significant, and as with many new technologies, we will first see its use and impact in military systems.
The accelerating complexity of wireless design has resulted in difficult trade-offs
and large development expenses. Some of the complexities of RF system design
are innate to radio, such as hardware impairments and channel effects. Another
source of complexity is simply the breadth of the degrees of freedom used by radios.
Communications and RF parameters – such as antennas, channels, bands, beams,
codes, and bandwidths – represent degrees of freedom that must be controlled by
the radio in either static or dynamic modalities. Recent advances in semiconductor
technology have made wider bandwidths of spectrum accessible with fewer parts
and less power, but these require more computation if real-time processing is important. Furthermore, as wireless protocols grow more complex, spectrum environments
become more contested and electronic warfare (EW) grows in sophistication, the baseband processing required by military radios becomes more complex and specialized.
Taken together, the impairments, degrees of freedom, real-time requirements, and
hostile environment represent an optimization problem that quickly becomes intractable. Indeed, fully optimizing RF systems with this level of complexity has never been
practical. Instead, designers have relied on simplified closed-form models that don’t
accurately capture real-world effects and have fallen back on piecemeal optimization wherein individual components are optimized but full end-to-end optimization
is limited.
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In the last few years, there have been
significant advances in AI, especially
in a class of machine-learning techniques known as deep learning (DL).
Where human designers have toiled
at great effort to hand-engineer solutions to difficult problems, DL provides
a methodology that enables solutions
directly trained on large sets of complex
problem-specific data.
Artificial intelligence and radio
To understand how AI can address the
design complexity of RF systems, it’s
helpful to first have a high-level understanding of the recent advances that
have driven the explosion of AI-based
systems. The term “AI” has been in use
for decades, and broadly encompasses
techniques for problem solving where
www.mil-embedded.com

a machine is making decisions to find a
solution. “Machine learning” refers to
a type of AI where a machine is being
trained with data to solve a particular
problem. “Deep learning,” then, is then
a class of ML capable of “feature learning,” a process whereby the machine
determines what aspects of the data
will be used for its decision-making as
opposed to a human designer specifying
salient characteristics.
To explain this concept, we’ll work through
a computer-vision example of finding
faces in an image: Prior to the advent
of DL, facial recognition used handengineered features and algorithms.
A designer would write algorithms
that first attempted to locate eyes in
an image, and once those were found,
the nose, the mouth, the jawline and
ears, and then the outline of the entire
face. The algorithm was hand-designed,
based on years of research into what
techniques were effective.
The DL approach is dramatically different. Continuing the facial-recognition
example, an engineer simply feeds a
dataset of images containing faces to a
DL model and tells it where the faces are
in the training data. Through the training
process, the machine learns to recognize
faces in images without a human specifying the features or algorithms by which
to make decisions. Furthermore, where
a human might struggle algorithmically
with differences and complexity in the
data (e.g., if a face is turned away from
the camera and both eyes aren’t v isible),
the machine benefits from it; these variables can be used to strengthen the
robustness of the model’s performance.
Automated feature learning is one of
DL’s most important benefits and makes
it a powerful tool for tackling some of the
toughest problems in RF system design.
DL also enables end-to-end learning,
which refers to training a model that
jointly optimizes both ends of an information flow, treating everything in between
as a unified system. For example, a model
can jointly learn an encoder and decoder
for a radio transmitter and receiver that
optimizes over the end-to-end system
(e.g., the digital-to-analog converter
[DAC], RF components, antennas, the
wireless channel itself, and the receiver
network and analog-to-digital converter
www.mil-embedded.com
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Figure 1 | The OmniSIG sensor performing detection & classification in the cellular band on
streaming data from a general-purpose software-defined radio.

[ADC]). The “end-to-end system” might also be something less broad, like the synchronization and reception chain for a specific protocol. Indeed, this is often the usage
pattern when integrating DL into existing systems where there is less flexibility in the
processing flow.
A key advantage of end-to-end learning is that instead of attempting to optimize a
system in piecemeal fashion by individually tuning each component and then stitching
them together, DL is able to treat the entire system as an end-to-end function and
learn optimal solutions over the combined system holistically.
Military RF with AI
Deep learning-based approaches can not only considerably improve the performance of existing missions, but also enable entirely new capabilities and operational
concepts. Spectrum sensing and signal classification were some of the first radio applications to benefit dramatically from DL.
Whereas previous automatic modulation classification (AMC) and spectrum monitoring approaches required labor-intensive efforts to hand-engineer feature extraction
and selection that often took teams of engineers months to design and deploy, a
DL-based system can train for new signal types on the order of hours.
Furthermore, performing signal detection and classification using a trained deep neural
network takes a few milliseconds. When compared to the iterative and algorithmic
signal search, detection, and classification using traditional methodologies, this can
represent several orders of magnitude in performance improvement. These gains also
translate to reduced power consumption and computational requirements, and the
trained models typically provide at least twice the sensitivity of existing approaches.
DeepSig has commercialized DL-based RF sensing technology in its OmniSIG Sensor
software product. The automated feature learning provided by DL approaches
enables the OmniSIG sensor to recognize new signal types after being trained on just
a few seconds worth of signal capture. (Figure 1.)
For learned communications systems, including end-to-end learning that facilitates
training directly over the physical layer, DeepSig’s OmniPHY software enables users
to learn communications systems optimized for difficult channel conditions, hostile
spectrum environments, and limited hardware performance. Examples include nonline-of-sight communications, antijam capabilities, multi-user systems in contested
environments, and mitigating the effects of hardware distortion.
One of the advantages of learned communications systems is easy optimization for
different missions. Many times, what users care most about are things like throughput
and latency, but the individual user might instead prioritize operational distance of the
link, power consumption, or even signature and probability of detection or intercept.
Moreover, as in all cases with machine learning, the more you know about the operational environment, the more effective your trained solution can be.
Combining DL-based sensing and active radio waveforms makes possible entirely
new classes of adaptive waveforms and EW capable of coping with today’s contested
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spectrum environments. When training DL-based systems, more processing performance is desired, but once trained, the model can be readily deployed into low-SWaP
[size, weight, and power] embedded systems, such as edge sensors and tactical radios.
Hardware architectures for AI in radio
There are typically two types of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) cognitive radio (CR)
systems that can enable AI radio systems for defense: 1) compact, deployed systems
in the field using AI to determine actionable intelligence in real time that leverage
the typical CR architecture of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and generalpurpose processor (GPP), sometimes with the addition of a compact graphicsprocessing unit (GPU) module, or 2) modular, scalable, more compute-intensive
systems typically consisting of CRs coupled to high-end servers with powerful GPUs
that do offline processing.
For low-SWaP systems, the hardware-processing efficiency and low-latency performance of the FPGA, coupled with the programmability of a GPP, makes a lot of sense.
While the FPGA may be harder to program, it is the key enabler to achieving low
SWaP in real-time systems.
For larger compute-intensive systems, it’s important to have a hardware architecture
that scales and can heterogeneously leverage best-in-class processors. These architectures typically comprise FPGAs for baseband processing, GPPs for control, and GPUs
for AI processing. GPUs offer a nice blend of being able to process massive amounts
of data while being relatively easy to program. While a downside of GPUs is their long
data pipelines, which lead to higher transfer times, this has historically not been an
issue as most such systems are not ultra-low-latency.
Table 1 provides a high-level overview of the advantages (in green) and disadvantages
(in red) of each processor type. Of course, there are ranges of devices within each category that trade off power at the expense of performance, which should be weighed
as part of design analysis.
AI Processor
Type

SWaP

Real-Time

Ease-of-Use

GPP

GPPs tend to be large
and power-hungry. There
are lower power ARM/
ATOM-based GPPs but
they are not optimized for
AI processing, consuming
more power per operation.

Unless using an
RTOS, latency and
determinism will be
nonoptimal. Using
an RTOS can add
to the development
complexity, however.

Easiest to
program, typically with
C/C++ or Python.

FPGA

Generally SWaP-friendly
through hardware
acceleration.

Low latency
through hardware
acceleration.

Hard to program,
typically with VHDL.
While there are
C/C++ and OpenCL
tools available for
FPGAs, there is still a
need for a hardware
engineer to integrate
the design.

GPU

GPUs tend to be large and
power-hungry, albeit wellsuited to processing large
amounts of data. Newer
mobile GPUs can be more
SWAP-optimized at the
expense of performance.

Long pipelines result
in higher transfer
times and latency.

Easy to program,
typically using libraries
like TensorFlow
or natively with
OpenCL / CUDA.

›

Table 1 | AI processor options and trade-offs.
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Figure 2 | An OmniSIG Sensor running
on an NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier module,
using an Ettus Research B200-mini USRP
as the radio front end, and displaying the
results on a mobile handset.

An example of a low-SWaP CR is this
embedded radio combining a low power
GPU with a compact CR. (Figure 2.)
An example of a larger compute-intensive
system is the DARPA Colosseum testbed
being used in the Spectrum Collaboration Challenge (Figure 3). This system
includes 128 two-channel CRs with onboard FPGAs, ATCA blades with multiple FPGAs for data aggregation, as
well as high-end servers with powerful
GPUs for AI processing.
Military HW systems
While these systems are good examples
of CRs being deployed for commercial
and defense AI applications today, this
certainly prompts the question of how AI
considerations may impact future hardware architectures and designs. From
a processor perspective, the trends
toward heterogeneous processor topologies will continue. An example is the
ACAP [Adaptive Compute Acceleration
Platform] from Xilinx, which includes tiles
of vector-processing engines well-suited
for machine learning inference amongst
the FPGA logic and other cores, such as
multiple ARM cores and in some cases
even accelerators for forward error correction and ADCs/DACs. The ACAP is
intended to be an AI heterogeneous
processor, and with ADCs and DACs
could essentially be an AI system-onchip (SoC) coupled directly to the RF
front end. Of course, other chip vendors
are not standing still, so one can expect
www.mil-embedded.com
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›

Figure 3 | A quadrant (one fourth)
of the DARPA Colosseum testbed with
server-based GPUs for AI processing.

really interesting and powerful device
options for AI in the future, with some
vying for complete SoC solutions, others
taking more of a family of best-in-class
processors approach, and some combining both strategies. Similarly, one
can expect COTS SDR/CR vendors to
develop new low-SWaP CRs using the
SoCs and large, modular, scalable systems using multiple best-in-class processors which can be scaled up to support
massive systems with incredible AI and
ML capabilities.
The possibilities are …
AI and the technologies it enables have
made great leaps in recent years and is
poised to radically change military RF
systems, applications, and CONOPS
[concept of operations]. It’s now possible
to train a custom modem optimized for
an operational environment and specialized hardware in a matter of hours, forward-deploy it to low-SWaP embedded
systems, and then repeat. Deep learning’s ability to learn models directly from
data provides a new methodology that,
in some ways, commoditizes physicallayer and signal-processing design while
simultaneously making it possible to
reach levels of optimization that were
previously intractable.
MES
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Portable,
reliable, and
efficient
concurrency:
Ravenscar Ada
tasking and the
FACE safety
profiles
By Benjamin M. Brosgol,
Patrick Rogers, and Dudrey Smith

Airborne systems that need a small footprint or must comply with an industry assurance standard such as DO-178B [1] or
DO-178C [2] incur size and complexity costs in the run-time support libraries. To answer these needs, the Future Airborne
Capability Environment (FACE) Technical Standard [4] has designated the Ravenscar subset of the Ada programming
language’s tasking features as one of the acceptable concurrency approaches for a software component that must satisfy
safety and/or security assurance requirements.
The FACE approach is a governmentindustry software standard and business
strategy to acquire affordable software
systems, rapidly integrate portable capabilities across global defense programs,
and attract innovation and deploy it
quickly and affordably. It promotes component portability and reuse through
standard well-defined interfaces in
the context of a common Reference
Architecture. The Reference Architecture
includes an Operating System Segment
(OSS) that supplies the run-time services that an application may require.
The generality of the OSS support for a
FACE component depends on the component’s profile, which is a subset of the
complete FACE capabilities based on
requirements for performance, safety,
and/or security. The FACE Technical
Standard defines several profiles:
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›› General-purpose (assurance as required, determinism not guaranteed, time
partitioning optional, space partitioning required)
›› Security (safety/security assurance, determinism, and time/space partitioning)
›› Safety (safety assurance, determinism, and time/space partitioning)
›› Base
›› Extended
Corresponding to these profiles are language subsets (“Capability Sets”) for C, C++,
Ada, and Java. A Capability Set defines which features are allowed and which are
prohibited: allowance ensures sufficient expressiveness, prohibition helps to simplify
analysis/certification against the relevant assurance requirements. A run-time support
library has to implement the allowed features and may provide more, but (for the Safety
Capability Sets) in a way that ensures determinism and facilitates assurance analysis.
The FACE Technical Standard defines several Capability Sets for Ada:
››
››
››
››
››

Ada 95 Safety
Ada 95 Safety Base and Security
Ada 95 Safety Extended
Ada 95 General-Purpose
Ada 2012 General-Purpose
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OTHER FORMS OF SAFE
DATA SHARING ARE ALSO
DEFINED BY THE LANGUAGE,
FOR EXAMPLE RELYING ON
HARDWARE-ENFORCED
ATOMICITY OF ACCESS.

Concurrency is supported in these profiles in two ways: By a threading API
from the Operating System environment
(POSIX or ARINC 653), or by language
constructs (tasking).
Using the concurrency features defined
in the language has the advantage of
source code portability, since every
Ada implementation needs to support
the Ada tasking model. The high-level
nature of Ada tasking also tends to promote reliability, since the programmer
can express typical communication
paradigms directly rather than through
lower-level constructs such as semaphores or condition variables.
The allowed tasking features differ
between the General-Purpose and the
Safety Capability Sets. For the GeneralPurpose set, nearly the full Ada tasking
facility is permitted. However, where
safety or security assurance is required,
the complexity of the run-time support would be problematic, and the
full model also introduces application
nondeterminism due to implementation
dependencies.
A deterministic subset of tasking features is needed. This subset is expressive
enough to program real-world avionics
applications but is also simple enough
to implement efficiently, facilitates
static analysis to verify critical properties including schedulability for hard
real-time systems (making sure that all
deadlines are met), and supports certification against assurance standards. The
Ravenscar tasking subset was designed
specifically to meet these goals and is
allowed by the FACE Safety Capability
Sets; it is a subset of the Ada 95 tasking
features and is part of the Ada 2005
language standard.
www.mil-embedded.com

Ada tasking and the Ravenscar restrictions
A concurrent Ada program consists of a set of tasks (threads of control) that communicate with each other either directly, through an intertask communication facility
known as a rendezvous, or indirectly through shared data. For the latter purpose
the language provides a high-level mechanism known as protected objects for state/
condition-based mutual exclusion while avoiding race conditions and deadlock. Other
forms of safe data sharing are also defined by the language, for example relying on
hardware-enforced atomicity of access.
The Ada tasking model includes features for terminating a task (e.g., the abort statement), time-related support such as relative and absolute delays and a package
with operations on a real-time clock, and an event- or timeout-based asynchrony
mechanism. To prevent data corruption, certain code sections are defined as abortdeferred and need to execute to completion before being subject to asynchronous
termination.
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Tasks and protected objects may be
defined either globally or within local
scopes; the semantics prevents dangling
references (for example a subprogram is
not allowed to return until all its local
tasks have terminated).
Tasks may execute either with actual parallelism on multiple processors/cores or
else multiplexed under the control of a
dispatcher on a single processor/core. A
task may be assigned a priority, either
statically or dynamically, and – based on
the task dispatching policy – priorities
are taken into account at various points
during program execution when multiple
tasks are eligible to execute.
Figure 1 shows a simple example of an
Ada tasking program with two tasks (a
Reader and a Writer) communicating with
mutual exclusion through a protected data
object (Resource).
The full tasking model is highly expressive but requires a complex run-time
implementation. In the interest of supporting efficient, high-integrity concurrent applications in Ada, particularly
those with hard real-time requirements,
workshops held in Ravenscar U.K. in
1997 and 1999 specified a set of restrictions that would allow a tasking program
to be statically analyzable with respect to
both its functional and temporal properties. This subset became known as the
Ravenscar Profile; to avoid confusion
with the FACE concept of “profile,” it is
referred to here as the Ravenscar subset.
A program obeying the Ravenscar
subset restrictions has several properties: It comprises a fixed number of
nonterminating tasks, all defined globally; each task has a single triggering
event, either time-based or event-based
(signaled from another task or the environment), with a potentially unbounded
number of occurrences of the triggering
event; and the only task interaction is via
shared/protected data objects.
The restrictions are defined through
standard Ada language features, in
particular a sequence of pragmas that
the implementation enforces. Two such
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package Reader_Writer is
type Position is record
X, Y : Float;
end record;
protected Resource is
procedure Write (New_Value : Position);
function Read return Position;
private
P : Position := (0.0, 0.0);
end Resource;
-- Write and Read are executed with mutual exclusion,
-- preventing interference between Reader and Writer
-- on access to the protected component P
task Writer;
task Reader;
end Reader_Writer;
package body Reader_Writer is
protected body Resource is
procedure Write (New_Value : Position) is
begin
P := New_Value;
end Write;
function Read return Position is
begin
return P;
end Read;
end Resource;
task body Writer is
Pos : Position;
begin
-- Assign a new Position value to Resource
-- at intervals of at least 100 milliseconds
loop
delay 0.100; -- Suspend for at least 100 msec
... -- Get Pos value (for example from memory mapped IO)
Resource.Write(Pos);
end loop;
end Writer;
task body Reader is
Pos : Position;
begin
-- Read and display Position value from Resource
-- at intervals of at least 750 milliseconds
loop
delay 0.750; -- Suspend for at least 750 msec
Pos := Resource.Read;
... -- Display Pos
end loop;
end Reader;
end Reader_Writer;

›

Figure 1 | Example of an Ada tasking program with Reader and Writer communicating
through a Resource.
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pragmas dictate the task dispatching
and object locking policies:
1. pragma Task_Dispatching_Policy
(FIFO_Within_Priorities)
2. pragma Locking_Policy
(Ceiling_Locking)
These policies facilitate schedulability
analysis methods such as Rate Monotonic Analysis [5] and can help minimize priority inversion, prevent mutual
exclusion-based deadlock, and guarantee that tasks always meet their deadlines (see sidebar, page 40, for further
explanation).
The other Ravenscar restrictions are
limitations on specific language features. These include prohibition against
relative delay statements (since they are
not needed and cannot be used reliably to achieve periodicity), abort statements, locally defined tasks or protected
objects, task rendezvous, dynamic priorities, task allocation, and asynchronous
transfer of control. Other restrictions
that simplify the implementation or
facilitate schedulability analysis include
a limit of at most one queue (entry) per
protected object, with at most one caller
pending at any given time, and the prohibition against task termination. A complete definition of the Ravenscar subset
appears in the Ada 2012 standard [6].
Although restrictive, the Ravenscar
subset is also general enough to express
a range of useful tasking idioms, for
example cyclic (periodic) tasks; eventdriven (aperiodic or sporadic) tasks,
interrupt handlers, and shared resources
(simple protected objects).
Figure 2 illustrates the Ravenscar subset
in a variation of the Reader/Writer
example from Figure 1, with cyclic (periodic) tasks that avoid drift.
Implementing the Ravenscar tasking
subset in a FACE context
In addition to allowing the Ravenscar
subset, the Ada 95 Safety Capability
Sets either permit or prohibit a variety
of sequential language features. For
example, the Safety Base Capability Set
www.mil-embedded.com

enables interrupt support, predefined exceptions with a single default handler, and
some of the packages from the Ada predefined environment, while prohibiting dynamic
allocation. The Ada 95 Safety Extended Capability Set allows exception handling in
general and permits dynamic allocation at startup while prohibiting deallocation.
The challenge for an implementation of a run-time support library for either of the
Safety Capability Sets is that of supplying the allowed functionality in a way that facilitates analysis for the relevant assurance requirements. An example of an implementation that meets this challenge is AdaCore’s Ravenscar-Cert library, which supports all
the features permitted in the Safety Base and Safety Extended Capability Sets and
meets the applicable objectives in DO-178B or DO-178C. This library implements the
Ravenscar tasking features, exception propagation, a last-chance handler, and a mark/

package Reader_Writer is
type Position is … -- same as in Figure 1
protected Resource is … -- same as in Figure 1
task Writer;
task Reader;
end Reader_Writer;
with Ada.Real_Time; use Ada.Real_Time;
package body Reader_Writer is
protected body Resource is … -- same as in Figure 1
task body Writer is
Next_Time : Time
:= Clock; -- Current time
Period
: constant Time_Span := Milliseconds( 100 );
Pos
: Position;
begin
-- Assign a new Position value to Resource
-- at 100 msec intervals (no drift)
loop
delay until Next_Time;
Next_Time := Next_Time+Period;
... -- Get Pos value (for example from memory mapped IO)
Resource.Write(Pos);
end loop;
end Writer;
task body Reader is
Next_Time : Time
:= Clock;
Period
: constant Time_Span := Milliseconds( 750 );
Pos
: Position;
begin
-- Read and display Position value from Resource
-- at 750 msec intervals (no drift)
loop
delay until Next_Time;
Next_Time := Next_Time+Period;
Pos
:= Resource.Read;
... -- Display Pos
end loop;
end Reader;
end Reader_Writer;

›

Figure 2 | Ravenscar subset in a variation of the example from Figure 1.
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release mechanism (not requiring heap
management) for functions returning
unconstrained arrays. The Ravenscar-Cert
library has been implemented for Wind
River’s VxWorks 653 and Lynx Software
Technologies’ LynxOS-178 RTOSes. The
Ravenscar tasking support in this library
is less than 40 KB.
Rising to the challenge
Concurrent programming is useful for
designing and implementing real-time
embedded applications in general and
FACE components in particular, but
it presents significant software engineering challenges:
›› Portability. The Ravenscar subset
is defined by the Ada language
standard, and its set of restrictions
can help guarantee deterministic
behavior. A program adhering to
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the Ravenscar subset (and other restrictions on implementation-dependent
features) will be portable across different implementations and platforms, which
is a primary goal of the FACE approach.
›› Reliability. For a real-time program, reliability means not only functional
correctness (computing the right results) but also temporal predictability
(meeting hard deadlines). The Ravenscar subset helps realize these
requirements in several ways. Complex features such as asynchrony are
prohibited, the simple forms of permitted intertask communication are amenable
to static analysis, and the queue restrictions facilitate Worst Case Execution
Time calculation. The task-dispatching and object-locking policies specified by
the Ravenscar restrictions likewise facilitate schedulability analysis and result in a
simpler and more maintainable architecture than the traditional cyclic executive.
›› Efficiency. The absence of semantic complexity enables a “lean and mean”
run-time implementation. Support for features such as task termination,
queue management, and dynamic priorities is not needed, and, as evidenced
by implementations such as AdaCore’s Ravenscar-Cert library, the required
functionality can be efficiently mapped to the services supplied by an
underlying Real-Time Operating System.
The formulation of the Ravenscar subset in the late 1990s was a watershed event,
showing that a hard real-time program could use concurrency features and still be
certifiable against standards such as DO-178B.
MES

Concurrent programming: The problem of mutual exclusion and deadlock
A well-known problem in concurrent programming is mutual
exclusion-induced deadlock (sometimes called “deadly
embrace”). This can arise when each of two tasks, T1 and
T2, needs mutually exclusive access to shared resources R1
and R2, but in different orders. In a uniprocessor environment the following scenario is possible; assume that T1 is
the lower priority of the two tasks and that both are initially
ready to execute:

FIFO_Within_Priorities policy, the dispatcher chooses the
highest priority ready task; if there are several such tasks,
it chooses the one that has been blocked the longest. This
policy also implies “run until blocked or preempted” (as
opposed, for example, to time-slicing within priority). The
FIFO_Within_Priorities policy is appropriate for hard realtime applications since it facilitates schedulability analysis to
ensure that all deadlines are met.

›› T2, having higher priority than T1, runs and
subsequently executes a delay (sleep) statement,
causing it to be suspended
›› T1 runs and locks R1
›› T2 awakens (after its delay has expired) and locks
R2 T2 attempts to lock R1 but is blocked (since T1 holds
the lock)
›› T1 resumes and attempts to lock R2; it is likewise blocked

If the FIFO_Within_Priorities policy is specified for task
dispatching, then an object-locking policy called Ceiling_
Locking can minimize priority inversions and prevent mutual
exclusion-based deadlock on a uniprocessor. With the
Ceiling_Locking policy, the programmer assigns to each protected object a priority that is at least as high as that of the
highest priority task that could access that object. When a
task accesses the protected object, it temporarily inherits
this ceiling priority. Its previous priority is restored when the
access to the protected object is completed. With this policy
a task T is blocked at most one time (a priority inversion) by
some lower priority task accessing a protected object that
T attempts to access.

At this point both tasks are suspended, each waiting for the
unlocking of a resource that is locked by the other.
There are various ways to solve this problem through programming style (for example, always locking resources in a
canonical order) but in Ada the problem can be completely
avoided. The key is to use appropriate task dispatching and
object locking policies.
A task-dispatching policy establishes which of several
ready tasks should run (on a given processor). Under the
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Assuming the FIFO_Within_Priorities and Ceiling_Locking
policies, when T1 in the earlier example acquires the lock
on R1 it would inherit R1’s ceiling priority, which is at least
as high as the priority for T2. Thus T2 would not be able to
preempt T1, and deadlock is prevented.
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Smart contactors provide intelligent
avionics overcurrent protection
BLOG

By Karl Kitts, TE Connectivity
What’s one of the fastest, most precise ways to prevent overcurrents from damaging the power circuits used aboard today’s
more-electrical and all-electrical aircraft? A thoughtful answer
would be “smart power contactor,” a circuit-switching device
that not only handles high voltages, but also incorporates the
intelligence to sense a variety of abnormal electrical events
and respond faster and more accurately than conventional
circuit breakers.
Considering different protection technologies
Bimetal-based circuit breakers that rely on thermal trip elements can be effective to some degree, but thermal breakers
respond slowly and have limited accuracy in the set trip point(s)
because it takes time for the bimetal strip to respond to heat
generated by the overcurrent. Bimetal breakers also cannot be
easily tested while in service to verify performance.
Incorporating electronic sensing into the contactor provides the
intelligence to monitor and respond to overcurrents quickly. In
fact, these smart connectors provide at least twice the accuracy
in trip setting over mechanical circuit breakers. They can also be
exercised through built-in tests to simulate fault events.
To detect and respond to overcurrent conditions, a smart contactor can employ one of three different technologies:
1. A precision resistor that is used as a shunt allowing
the voltage across it to be measured. Drawbacks of this
method: Resistor solutions generate heat and require
isolating low-voltage from high-voltage circuits.
2. A simple toroid-style current transformer (CT) that is
placed around conductors. The resulting magnetic field
created by the feed-through current creates a secondary
current in the CT in a typical 500:1 current-to-CT-current
ratio. Variations in the secondary current provide a trip
point. Drawbacks: CTs are heavy.
3. Hall effect sensors use a flux ring or collector surrounding
the contactor’s bus bar or output feeder. The sensor, which
is a linear transducer that responds to electron flow, is
combined with threshold detection. Modern Hall effect
sensors are programmable for output voltage and linearity
and can also provide bidirectional current sensing and AC
sensing. Hall effect current sensors have been developed
with math-function circuitry to emulate the I2T [the energy
available as a result of the current flow] flow delay function
that closely matches the curve of a thermal circuit breaker.
There are numerous advantages of Hall effect sensors, including
isolation between primary and secondary circuits, the ability
to work with direct or alternating current, high accuracy, high
dynamic performance, high overload capacities, high reliability,
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and built-in ambient-temperature compensation, unlike with
conventional thermal breakers.
From responsive protection to insightful prediction
Similar to circuit breakers, smart contactor trip times can be
adjusted according to the severity of the fault. Lengthy trip
times may suffice for near-normal current levels, while massive
faults require trip times of less than 0.015 second. The level of
fault protection for smart contactors can be adjusted to tailor
protection for each individual load through connector pin programming, DIP [dual in-line package] switches, external resistor
additions, or software coding.
While sensing overcurrents is generally the prime task required
of a smart contactor, other faults can be sensed, including loss
of phase and phase rotation, differential feeder fault, ground
fault, and arc fault detection.
Data about the state of the contactor itself can be gathered
and analyzed – far beyond basic trip circuit response history –
to identify trends and changes, enabling intelligent prediction
of problems and proactive responses to maintain contactor
health. Additionally, information on running currents, temperature, and number of cycles can be used to predict the life cycle
of the contactor.
The collected data can also be used to monitor the system.
For example, current draw during contact pickup reflects inrush
currents to motors or pumps, yielding insight into bearing wear
or need for maintenance. Changes over time in sensor data can
also indicate faults in the wiring system. Combined information
from multiple smart contactors and other sensors can support
“big data” predictive analytics of systemwide conditions.
Smarter operation for power management
Compared to thermal magnetic breakers, smart contactors use
sophisticated yet practical sensing and electronic technologies.
Engineers can apply custom-designed, application-specific
power panels that integrate relays and smart contactors into
an advanced yet uncomplicated plug-and-play solution.
Just as aircraft power systems have evolved, so too has contactor design. Today’s smart contactors and intelligent power
distribution panels enable overcurrent protection, support fault
management, and monitor and analyze the health of the power
system. By providing higher reliability with higher capability for
status sensing and overcurrent protection, smart contactors are
a smart move for more-electrical and all-electrical aircraft.
Karl Kitts is director of development engineering for
high-performance relays, TE Connectivity.
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LOOKING FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION?

TECHNICAL
COVERAGE OF
ALL PARTS OF THE
DESIGN PROCESS
Military Embedded Systems focuses on “whole life COTS” and the total military program life cycle,
providing technical coverage that applies to every stage of a program, from front-end design to
deployment. The website, Resource Guide, Internet editions, e-newsletters, and print editions provide
insight on embedded tools and strategies such as hardware, software, systems, technology insertion, endof-life mitigation, component storage, and many other military-specific technical subjects.
Coverage areas include the latest, most innovative products and technology shifts that drive today’s
military embedded applications, such as SDR, avionics, AI, radar, cybersecurity,
C4ISR, standards, and more. Each issue provides readers with the information they
need to stay up to date on the embedded technology used by the military and
aerospace industries and the newest, most exciting technologies in the pipeline.
mil-embedded.com

Editor’s Choice Products

Image generator can plug into existing network
The Panorama image generator from Presagis, a simulation and
visualization product, is aimed at maximizing visioning performance
by leveraging image-generation technology. Users can install, maintain,
and use the CIGI standard, an open standards interface designed to
promote a common way for a host device to communicate with an
image generator (IG).
Panorama can plug into an existing network and be ready to use with little configuration. It employs the latest graphics
processors and leverages Presagis visualization applications. The simulation and visualizations product enables stable
performance by carefully analyzing the software, hardware, operating system (OS), and interfaces, and only uses the resources
required to operate the image generator at peak efficiency and quality. Panorama visuals can increase immersion and boost
training scenarios by providing features that include image quality with detailed environments, night scenes, ground-level
textures, and optimized vegetation. It can also create 3D oceans with reflections, waves, surf, wakes, and buoyancy. The
system supports electro-optical, infrared, and night-vision goggle sensors.
Presagis | www.presagis.com

Software-defined radio in rugged form
The Pixus Technologies RX310 is a ruggedized version of National Instruments (NI) –
under the Ettus Research brand, an NI company – X310 software-defined radio. The
redesigned commercial version of the product creates a hardened, sealed, conductioncooled unit to meet MIL-STD and IP67 specifications.
The NI hardware architecture combines two extended bandwidth daughterboard
slots covering DC – 6 GHz with up to 120 MHz of baseband bandwidth, multiple high-speed
interface options (that include PCIe, Dual 1/10 GiGE), and a large user-programmable
Kintex-7 field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The RX310 series was developed to be
used in various airborne, shipboard, ground vehicle, or outdoor designs such as signal intelligence (SIGINT), passive radar, and
prototyping systems for advanced wireless applications such as WiFi/cell/MIMO.
Pixus Technologies | www.pixustechnologies.com

FPGA boards includes Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA with as
many as 36 high-speed serial connections
The Annapolis WILDSTAR 6/AMC FPGA boards include one Xilinx Virtex 6
FPGA with as many as 36 high-speed serial connections performing as fast as
6.5 Gbps. The IO Processing Element (IOPE) FPGA also has a choice of QDRII
SRAM, DDRII+ SRAM, or DDR3 DRAM. The IOPE DRAM option has five 32-bit
DRAM ports clocked at up to 400 MHz while the SRAM option has four 36-bit
SRAM interfaces clocked up to 350 MHz.
WILDSTAR 6/AMC computing technology combines user-programmable, reconfigurable system gates with high memory
and I/O bandwidth capacities, which enable high-density and high-performance system designs. Virtex-6 FPGAs contain two
platforms: LXT and SXT. Virtex-6 LXT offers high-performance logic applications solutions with a high logic-to-feature ratio
and I/O-to-feature ratio. Virtex-6 SXT is a high-performance solution for digital signal processing (DSP) applications that carry
a high DSP-to-feature ratio and memory-to-feature ratio..
Annapolis Micro Systems | www.annapmicro.com
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Multiplayer virtual training platform for
military applications
Virtual Battlespace (VBS) 3 is a military-simulation, multiplayer,
virtual-training environment from Bohemia Interactive Simulations.
Based on commercial game technologies, Bohemia has transitioned
VBS3 into a comprehensive desktop trainer and mission-rehearsal
platform, adapted for discrete training uses by militaries.
VBS3 combines a content library, scenario-development tools, and
after-action review capability that immerses trainees in a high-fidelity,
multiplayer virtual environment. It includes a user-friendly application that allows for interoperability with external HLA/DIS
networks and host computers that use the CIGI protocol, a robust DIS-enabled voice communications system, and a missionplanning tool for adding military markings to scenarios. Users load VBS3 onto a PC and use the supplied tools and models to set
up a scenario and start training. VBS3 also features built-in development tools to customize models and import the user’s own
models and terrains.
Bohemia Interactive Simulations | www.bisimulations.com

Develop and test via stackable single-slot test fixture
The VITA 48.2-compliant Stackable Single Slot Test Fixture from LCR Embedded
Systems can be used for development, validation, and environmental testing. In the vertical
configuration, the fixture can be used on the benchtop or desktop for development and
validation. In the horizontal configuration, it can be used for operational/nonoperational
environmental testing.
The fixture is compliant with VITA 46.0 (VPX base), with options for VITA 66 (optical
interconnect) and VITA 67 (coax interconnect). Rear connectors for cables or RTMs are
included, with optional support for VITA 46.10 RTMs. The part is available in VPX VME or CompactPCI form factor; users also
have the option to customize as needed.
LCR Embedded Systems | www.lcrembeddedsystems.com

Open-source probabilistic programming language for modeling
Figaro is a free, open-source probabilistic programming language for probabilistic modeling
developed by Charles River Analytics. Users can employ programming language constructs
such as data structures, conditionals, looping, recursion, and abstraction to build models of rich
complex systems. Figaro’s built-in reasoning algorithms automatically apply to models written
in the language, so modelers can experiment with models immediately without having to write
reasoning code.
The library of model elements enables users to choose components to build models and
enables integration with Java and Scala applications. Figaro is aimed at use in rapid prototyping
of probabilistic models and integrating them with applications. Figaro represents a wide variety of
models, including directed and undirected models, models in which conditions and constraints are
expressed by arbitrary Scala functions, models involving inter-related objects, open universe models in which the number of
objects is unknown, and models involving discrete and continuous elements.
Charles River Analytics | www.cra.com
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Operation: Deploy Your Dress
Each issue in this section, the editorial staff of Military Embedded Systems will highlight a different
charity that benefits the military, veterans, and their families. We are honored to cover the technology
that protects those who protect us every day. To back that up, our parent company – OpenSystems Media – will make a donation
to every charity we showcase on this page.
This issue we are highlighting Operation: Deploy Your Dress, a fully donation-based, volunteer-run, nonprofit organization that
helps to offset the cost of attending military balls by collecting gently used and new formal attire to distribute free to military and
dependent ID cardholders.
Military balls are one of the unique experiences of military culture, fostering camaraderie and team building, says the organization’s website, and are a great opportunity for service members and their spouses or family to enjoy an evening of socializing and
bonding. However, they can be expensive to attend. By offering a free dress to military ID card holders, Operation Deploy Your
Dress strives to help more people attend these events and become closer to their communities.
Operation: Deploy Your Dress was conceived in 2015 at U.S. Army base Fort Bliss (Texas), when founders Renee Chapman, Ronya
Rendon, Yvonne Coombes, Liz McKenrick, and Melissa Riely decided to organize a dress swap among their units’ spouses as a
way to defray the costs associated with purchasing formal wear for holiday balls.
According to the organization, as of mid-2018 it has distributed more than 5,000 dresses free of charge to service members and
their families. It depends solely on donations and volunteer labor and, say its spokespeople, tightens the bonds within the community, builds relationships between the civilian and military population, and improves the military experience for many military
families.
Operation: Deploy Your Dress now operates at Fort Bliss; Fort Eustis, Virginia; Joint Base Lewis McChord, Washington; Fort Irwin,
California, Fort Benning, Georgia; and has done a pop-up distribution in Washington, DC.
For more information on Operation: Deploy Your Dress, please visit www.operationdeployyourdress.org.

WEBCAST

WHITE PAPER

Embedded signal processing for military ISR
sensor systems

RFSoC for radar and
electronic warfare

Sponsored by Annapolis Micro Systems, Curtiss-Wright, and
Elma Electronic

By Abaco Systems

Military intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) sensors are essential to winning battles by maintaining the peace
and keeping adversaries in check. As threats continue to evolve
and get more sophisticated, ISR sensor processing systems
must leverage the latest commercial signal processing technology using rugged, open architecture designs.
In this webcast, industry experts will discuss the increased complexity of modern ISR sensor systems and how to use commercial signal processing techniques for increased battlefield
performance.

Controlling the electromagnetic spectrum on the battlefield is essential to
mission success. A major factor in capturing and maintaining that control is having the most advanced
radar and electronic warfare systems. Future systems must be
powerful enough to monitor and manipulate wide bandwidths
while also being flexible enough to adapt in as close to real
time as possible.
This white paper discusses how RFSoC [radio frequency
system-on-chip] technology is enabling performance boosts
and flexibility for the most demanding battlefield applications.

View archived webcast:
http://ecast.opensystemsmedia.com/827

Read the white paper: www.embedded-computing.com/
military-white-papers/rfsoc-for-radar-and-electronic-warfare

View more webcasts:
http://opensystemsmedia.com/events/e-cast/schedule

Read more white papers:
http://mil-embedded.com/white-papers/
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WHERE TECHNOLOGY
EXPERTS GATHER

MARKET TRENDS, TECHNOLOGY
UPDATES, INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Military Embedded Systems focuses on embedded electronics – hardware and software – for military
applications through technical coverage of all parts of the design process. The website, Resource Guide,
e-mags, newsletters, and print editions provide insight on embedded tools and strategies such as software,
hardware, systems, technology insertion, obsolescence management, and many other military-specific
technical subjects.
Coverage includes the latest innovative products, technology, and market trends driving military
embedded applications such as radar, sonar, unmanned system payloads, artificial
intelligence, electronic warfare, C4ISR, avionics, imaging, and more. Each issue
provides readers with the information they need to stay connected to the pulse
of embedded technology in the military and aerospace industries.
mil-embedded.com

We didn’t break the mold.

We shattered it.

RFSoC

Unparalleled Performance

Unbelievably Fast Integration

The combination of Pentek’s new Quartz™
architecture, and the processing power packed
into the new Zynq® UltraScale+™ RFSoC FPGA,
smashes the boundaries of high-performance
embedded computing.
Pre-loaded with a host of IP modules, this OpenVPX
board is ready for out-of-the-box integration into
high-performance systems. Optical streaming
interfaces, a unique modular design and the
Navigator™ development platform means fast,
high-speed deployment.
• Powerful Zynq Ultrascale+ FPGA with built-in
wideband A/Ds, D/As & ARM processors
• Dual Optical 100 GigE interfaces for extreme
system connectivity
• Robust Factory-installed IP for DRFM,radar range
gate engine, waveform and chirp generation, real-time
data acquisition and more
• QuartzXM™ eXpress Module speeds migration to
other form factors
• Board Resources include PCIe Gen.3 x8 and
18 GB DDR4 SDRAM
• Navigator Design Suite BSP and FPGA design kit
for seamless integration with Xilinx Vivado®

Model 5950
Eight-Channel A/D
& D/A RFSoC in
3U VPX Conduction
Cooled

Unleash the Power of the RFSoC.
Download the FREE White Paper!
https:/www.pentek.com/go/mesrfsoc

All this plus FREE lifetime applications support!
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